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the “desirable” property

Real estate is a long term investment to generate high return. It's a highly valuable sector which couldn't tolerate risk. Therefore,
investors frequently seek for countries that could provide them long term stability and low risk environment. To date, the malaysian
property market has always been an appealing destination to fulfill investors' needs and is no stranger to them. Malaysia boasts an
excellent destination for avid property investors due to its stable social and economic atmosphere which have greatly boosted the growth
of the sector.
Based on statistics, the Malaysian property investment has proven to be constantly at its advantage. Over the past five years, apartments
have been on the rise at a rate of 40-60% valuation while houses rose with 20%. These figures indicate a signs of no slowing down in the
market. People always opt for new apartments or new houses as this market offers lucrative return. To look for the desirable
home,making the right choice ranging from location, price and even the aesthetics of the home are extremely crucial.
“Desirable” seems tough to define as it might differ from one person to another encompassing the reason to purchase, size to type and
buyers' profession. For eg: A young graduate may find an affordable home close to his workplace to be desirable while families may opt
for a bigger sized landed home with outdoor compound for their children. In this article we will unveil various essential points you should
bear in mind before embark on the house-hunting adventure, be it for desirable home or investment purpose.
Firstly is the amount you are willing to spend for the property. BUDGET is the main concern in most purchasing decisions, regardless of
a piece of clothing or property. Everything relates to dollars and cents, hence its vastly important to consider your financial capacity
before committing to property. Additionally, you should bear in mind the budget you allocate.The general investing guideline is to save at
least 10% of the property value. Should unexpected event occur during loan application, this could cushion the impact.
Secondly, it is important to take note of amenities and transportation. Most middle income earners who depend on public transport have
greater preference on places with higher-access to public transport while those who drive prone to emphasize highways for their top
preference. Transportation also relates to amenities as one is not possible to live in solidarity. Families will pay more attention to
amenities due to their needs for kindergartens, schools, markets and supermarkets. As for families who love to stay close to mother
nature, they tend to look for property with green and quiet environment. Meanwhile the younger crowd opt to stay in spots with close
proximity to happening hangout spots for leisure activities and city-styled leisure in fulfilling their social needs.
Lastly, individuals who believe in fostering a future greener mother earth might find properties with green features an interesting area to
pursue. More and more developers in Malaysia have widely incorporated some green features in their developments such as design
which allows better ventilation and rainwater harvesting system for occupants' benefits. New Bob Group, a renowned real estate
company is the concept pioneer behind green home development in Penang. Not only could green homes promote saving money in the
long run, its also capable to reduce the environmental impact of the building for a sustainable future.
According to Dr. Lee Ville, Director of New Bob Group, “In the quest to discover your desirable home, you should take every details
into careful consideration . With that, you are then able to rank your priorities based on personal preferences and practical needs when
hunting for a house.To look for property, one may turn to New Bob Group, a renowned real estate company in Penang. We offer a rich
selection of properties at affordable rates including an opportunity to own green home ranging from the affordably priced condominium
project in Permatang Pauh, Penang (from RM300,000 onwards) to high-end three-storey bungalows called The Manor and Preston
Oaks (from RM5million onwards) on Penang island”, he said.

Adapted from:
http://propertyinvestment.com.my/category/investment-property-malaysia/
http://homefinder.com.my/guide/spotting-the-ideal-home/
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Monthly In-house Training

To further equip our agents on some crucial legal understanding, New Bob Realty's in-house senior legal advisor, Encik
Anuar Itam recently conducted a legal training for agents on 6th December 2013. The training is usually carried out on
every Friday of the month to have agents' legal questions answered and was well-attended by 10 attendees. In the course
of the one day training, participants were exposed to the following topics:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A thorough explanation on the legal procedure of obtaining guardianship
A detailed explanation and elaboration on abandoned projected
What is the content that is obtained from Ctos and Ciris and the differences
When can a caveat be lodged as well as the main purpose of lodging caveat against a property

We hope all participants have now grasped a better understanding in legal approach and matters hence able to enhance
their performance in the future.
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Sneak Peek into our commercial suites’ project

NB tropics

Tropic Suites
Tropic Suites is the new addition to New Bob Group's current string of developments. Nestled in the renowned
business hub of Penang island, Jalan Gottlieb, it is in close proximity to Penang City center, hospitals, schools,
parks and various popular eateries. This project is the remodeling and refurnishing of our existing building, NB
Place which has always been an iconic commercial building in Penang. The remodeling and refurnishing will
include both the inside and the facade of the building.

A high-end fully-furnished commercial suite project, it consists of 40
lavish units (5 floors). The built-up of the project starts from 500-800
sq.ft while selling price starts from RM500,000 to RM770,000.
It is scheduled to be launched in mid December 2013 and is expected to
be completed by the end of 2014.
For sales inquiry, feel free to contact our sales department team at
016 – 416 8282 or 04-229 1111.
Alternatively, you may e-mail us at tropicsuites@newbob.com.my.
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What to do in the event of a road traffic accident.

!
With Chinese New Year around the corner, it is very important to drive safely on the roads as many outstation
vehicles are expected to flock into the city. Automobile accidents tend to occur more frequently on the roads during the
festive season. Below are the few crucial tips on what should you act during an accident.
1.Always remain calm and stay in your car if you are on the highway.

Vehicles on the highway are very dangerous as they travel at high speed. In the event of a collision, always stay in your car and turn
on the hazard lights. If your vehicle is still movable, move your vehicle to the emergency lane so as not to obstruct the traffic and
move away from fast moving vehicles. It is also helpful to have a set of emergency cones or emergency reflectors they might be useful
at night.

2. Exchange driver details such as below:
Name / Address / Handphone / IC Number
Car plate number / Make of the vehicle / Insurance Company
3. Locate a Witness and do not admit fault.
It is always best to locate someone immediately at the scene that can speak up for you in the event of a dispute. Always
get their name and their contact number if needed as the police might need their assistance when conducting their
investigation. When you come face to face with the other party, try not to assign fault to the other party as it will only
aggravate the situation and might lead to an argument as admitting fault will generally put you on the losing end. Let
the police and the insurance companies complete their investigations as admitting fault will generally put you on the
losing end.
4. Record everything down.
If you did not sustain any injury. Take photos of all damages sustained on the vehicle of both parties after exchanging
driver's details as well as the third party vehicle. This is to prevent the third party from aggravating on his insurance
claim. Have with you a pen and paper so you could immediately record the event leading to the accident and roughly
sketch how the accident happen. This would make it easier for the police and the insurance company to conduct their
investigation.
5. Hostile third party.
In the event the third party become hostile, do not exit your vehicle if you are still inside.Immediately drive to the
nearest police station if you believe that you will
be in danger if you step out. If you are outside your vehicle and the third party became hostile, always remember to be
calm and indicate to him that you do not want any trouble and
that you are on your way to the police station. Record the third party vehicle registration.
6. Proceed to make your report.
Proceed to the nearest police station to make a report. The investigating officer will normally ask you to sketch a plan of
the locality of the accident. The police will then snap photos of your vehicle and request for the details of the third
party. Again do not admit fault when the police questions you as indicated in step 3. At the end of the day, the police
will have to supply you with a conclusion report. Normally the party at fault will be compounded by the police for the
amount of RM 300.
Lastly drive safe during this festive season and if you've encountered any problems on your vehicle be it breakdowns or
accidents you can always call our friendly panel car doctor, Chan brothers 24 hours standby at 012-4229999.
Happy holidays and Gong Xi Fa Chai!
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Double celebration cum New Year 2014
31st December was a memorable afternoon filled with lots of fun, excitement and exhilarating games as we
usher in the brand new year of 2014 . The double celebration began at 1pm with a line of irresistible authentic
chinese, indian and malay cuisines served to everyone to indulge in for lunch. It was then followed by the
birthday-cutting ceremony by Datin Doris Neoh where staff presented to her a lovely birthday melody and
stunning swarovski earrings for her birthday present.
The boisterous afternoon was kept alive with a few rounds of thrilling games where staff were witnessed
having a terrific time engaging in them.What's even more memorable that afternoon was our surprised
birthday celebration for Datin Doris Neoh, a new year's baby. Happy Birthday to you Datin. May you be
blessed with good health and stay beautiful always! Kudos to the organizer and committee members of this
event for making this a momentous and successful one.
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Happy New Year 2014 everyone!
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